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The Outlook for Television
In the years following the Civil War, a veritable army
of homeless men swept across America's
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"wageworkers' frontier" and forged a beguiling and
bedeviling counterculture known as "hobohemia."
Celebrating unfettered masculinity and jealously
guarding the American road as the preserve of white
manhood, hoboes took command of downtown
districts and swaggered onto center stage of the new
urban culture. Less obviously, perhaps, they also
staked their own claims on the American polity,
claims that would in fact transform the very
entitlements of American citizenship. In this eyeopening work of American history, Todd DePastino
tells the epic story of hobohemia's rise and fall, and
crafts a stunning new interpretation of the "American
century" in the process. Drawing on sources ranging
from diaries, letters, and police reports to movies and
memoirs, Citizen Hobo breathes life into the largely
forgotten world of the road, but it also, crucially,
shows how the hobo army so haunted the American
body politic that it prompted the creation of an
entirely new social order and political economy.
DePastino shows how hoboes—with their reputation
as dangers to civilization, sexual savages, and
professional idlers—became a cultural and political
force, influencing the creation of welfare state
measures, the promotion of mass consumption, and
the suburbanization of America. Citizen Hobo's
sweeping retelling of American nationhood in light of
enduring struggles over "home" does more than chart
the change from "homelessness" to "houselessness."
In its breadth and scope, the book offers nothing less
than an essential new context for thinking about
Americans' struggles against inequality and
alienation.
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The Seems: The Lost Train of Thought
From the first notions of "seeing by electricity" in
1878 through the period to Baird's demonstration of
television in 1926 and up to 1940, when war brought
the advance of the technology to a temporary halt,
the development of TV gathered about it a
tremendous history. In this meticulous and deeply
researched book, Burns presents a balanced,
thorough history of television to 1940, considering the
factorstechnical, financial and socialwhich influenced
and led to the establishment of many of the world's
high-definition TV broadcasting services. Highly
illustrated throughout, this is a major book in the
study of history of science, technology and media.

Citizen Hobo
A Page A Minute spells a lifetime of achievement--at
home, in school, . and on the job. Harry Lorayne
shows how to make every minute count, dramatically
increasing performance, productivity, and profits.
"Ingenious".--The New York Times.

Le vingtième siècle
This book lays out all the latest research in the area of
multimedia data hiding. The book introduces
multimedia signal processing and information hiding
techniques. It includes multimedia representation,
digital watermarking fundamentals and requirements
of watermarking. It moves on to cover the recent
advances in multimedia signal processing, before
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presenting information hiding techniques including
steganography, secret sharing and watermarking. The
final part of this book includes practical applications
of intelligent multimedia signal processing and data
hiding systems.

Using the Phone Book
A mesmerizing debut novel that spans a thousand
years of European and Jewish history seen through
the beguiling members of the Spinoza family Since
the eleventh century, the Spinoza family has passed
down, from father to son, a secret manuscript
containing the recipe for immortality. Now, after thirtysix generations, the last descendant of this long and
illustrious chain, Ari Spinoza, doesn’t have a son to
whom to entrust the manuscript. From his deathbed,
he begins his narrative, hoping to save his lineage
from oblivion. Ari’s two main sources of his family’s
history are a trunk of yellowing documents inherited
from his grandfather, and his great-uncle Fernando’s
tales that captivated him when he was a child. He
chronicles the Spinozas’ involvement in some of
Europe’s most formative cultural events with
intertwining narratives that move through ages of
tyranny, creativity, and social upheaval: into medieval
Portugal, Grand inquisitor Torquemada’s Spain,
Rembrandt’s Amsterdam, the French Revolution,
Freud’s Vienna, and the horrors of both world wars.
The Elixir of Immortality blends truth and fiction as it
rewrites European history through comic, imaginative,
scandalous, and tragic tales that prove “the only thing
that can possibly give human beings immortality on
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this earth: our ability to remember.”

Next Extinct Mammal
14th February is Valentine's Day - a day dedicated for
love. Love creates life, sustains life and transforms life
and one has to experience all this, without which life
has no meaning. The protogonist of this story, Sanjay,
is the only son of a middle-class family in Chennai. He
is studious and intelligent and is living a dream life,
topping in his board examinations, studying at IIT and
getting to the magical paradise of America for a
bright future. The only thing that has eluded him in
this journey is true love, for which he craves and
when he thinks he has met the woman of his dreams
and he has everything in life, his world collapses, as
he is condemned as an introvert, predictable and a
boring guy and his partner leaves him. That changes
his life forever and he becomes depressed. He heads
back to his hometown, a decision that makes him
understand the tough realities of life. Now having
returned from America, Sanjay finds himself
mercilessly condemned and ridiculed by his own
fellowmen. The mentality of the people pushes him
into further depression and he becomes a recluse.
That's when an angel walks into his life, transforms
him and leads him to all the good things in life. He
falls in love and on Valentine's Day, as he waits for his
angel, he realises the value of this true love, the love
that will last forever

Hunting Sketches
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Offering a social scientific look at humor's role in
medical transactions, this volume is based on
extensive field study in seven medical settings. It
includes excerpts from dozens of actual conversations
between patients and caregivers. Analysis of these
episodes reveals that humor is a practical tool used to
meet many medical objectives. It is used by patients
to good-naturedly complain and to campaign for more
personal attention, and by caregivers to get attention,
make amends, insist on unpleasant routines, and
establish rapport. Examining humor from many
angles, the book begins with a phenomenological
analysis of the essence of funny. This section
describes what makes some things funny but not
others, and how to distinguish between potentially
funny and unfunny episodes in medical situations.
From an ethnographic perspective, joking around is
shown to be a persuasive element of medical culture.
Examples illustrate how patients and caregivers use
humor to negotiate the dialectics between helping
and hurting, and individuality and compliance.
Additionally, a close-up look at three medical
transactions shows how humor is used to help a
physical therapy patient overcome fear and
queasiness, reduce the embarrassment of a
mammography, and defuse a potential conflict
between a student aide and a young patient. A final
section examines techniques for initiating
conversational humor. In sum, this volume provides
an intimate and realistic look at medical
conversations as they are conducted every day. It
serves as a valuable complement to health
communication texts and offers information of
interest to health communication scholars, healthcare
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practitioners, and anyone interested in the effects
and techniques of conversational humor. Richly
grounded in naturally occurring data, the book can be
understood and used effectively by both scholars and
practitioners.

Bend It Like Bullard
Atlas of Clinical Hematology
“Lorraine Heath’s books are always magic.” —Cathy
Maxwell With Passions of a Wicked Earl, USA Today
and New York Times bestseller Lorraine Heath kicks
off a new series of delightfully sinful historical
romance novels featuring “London’s Greatest Lovers.”
The first romantic adventure involving the titled and
rakish sons of a scandalous Dowager Duchess and
their tales of passion, pleasure, and love, Passions of
a Wicked Earl concerns the innocent and unfairly
disgraced young wife of the first brother and her
brazen attempts to win back the dashing rogue’s
heart…by any means necessary!

A Lady of His Own
The work presented in this book focuses on modeling
audiovisual quality as perceived by the users of IPbased solutions for video communication like
videotelephony. It also extends the current framework
for the parametric prediction of audiovisual call
quality. The book addresses several aspects related
to the quality perception of entire video calls, namely,
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the quality estimation of the single audio and video
modalities in an interactive context, the audiovisual
quality integration of these modalities and the
temporal pooling of short sample-based quality scores
to account for the perceptual quality impact of timevarying degradations.

Television
Old and Modern Masters of Photography
Harry Lorayne's Page-a-minute Memory
Book
A literary tour de force about the making of a film and
representation from a master of the memoir form. For
Nick Flynn, that game we all play—the who-wouldplay-you-in-the-movie-of-your-life game—has been
resolved. The Reenactments chronicles the surreal
experience of being on set during the making of the
film Being Flynn, from his best-selling memoir Another
Bullshit Night in Suck City, and watching the central
events of his life reenacted: his father's long run of
homelessness and his mother's suicide. Flynn tells the
story of Robert De Niro's first meeting with his real
father in Boston and of watching Julianne Moore
attempt to throw herself into the sea. The result is a
mesmerizingly sharp-edged and kaleidoscopic literary
tour de force as well as a compelling argument about
consciousness, representation, and grief.
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Humor and the Healing Arts
Introduction to cataloging; Introduction to principles
of cataloging; Choice of entry rules; Form of entry
headings for persons; Form of entry headings for
corporate bodies; Uniform titles; Descriptive
cataloging; Serials; Cataloging of nonbook materials;
Classification; Dewey decimal classification; Library of
congress classification; Other general classification
systems; Subject headings; Library of congress
subject headings; Sears list of subject headings;
Centralized services and cataloging routines.

Farm Crops Laboratory Manual and Note
Book
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
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preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.

Making Plant Medicine
The InfoSec Handbook offers the reader an organized
layout of information that is easily read and
understood. Allowing beginners to enter the field and
understand the key concepts and ideas, while still
keeping the experienced readers updated on topics
and concepts. It is intended mainly for beginners to
the field of information security, written in a way that
makes it easy for them to understand the detailed
content of the book. The book offers a practical and
simple view of the security practices while still
offering somewhat technical and detailed information
relating to security. It helps the reader build a strong
foundation of information, allowing them to move
forward from the book with a larger knowledge base.
Security is a constantly growing concern that
everyone must deal with. Whether it’s an average
computer user or a highly skilled computer user, they
are always confronted with different security risks.
These risks range in danger and should always be
dealt with accordingly. Unfortunately, not everyone is
aware of the dangers or how to prevent them and this
is where most of the issues arise in information
technology (IT). When computer users do not take
security into account many issues can arise from that
like system compromises or loss of data and
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information. This is an obvious issue that is present
with all computer users. This book is intended to
educate the average and experienced user of what
kinds of different security practices and standards
exist. It will also cover how to manage security
software and updates in order to be as protected as
possible from all of the threats that they face.

Dawnbreaker
Molecular models are as vital a tool for the study of
chemistry as calculators are for the study of
mathematics. Molecular Visions models may be
assembled in infinite combinations enabling the user
to construct not only familiar configurations but also
undiscovered possibilities. Models are intended to
inspire the imagination, stimulate thought, and assist
the visualization process. They present the user with
a solid form of an abstract object that can otherwise
only be visualized by the chemist. While chemistry
textbooks use letters and graphics to describe
molecules, molecular models make them "real".
MOLECULAR VISIONS Organic Kit #1 is in a green
plastic box, 9"x4"x2"

Cisco Networking Academy Program
From the very beginning, you relied on her for things
no one else could give you. How she met those needs
-- or didn't meet them -- affected you daily as a child.
And still affects you profoundly as an adult. For every
son or daughter who wonders if things should have
been different . . . for every man or woman who
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wonders if they still couldn't be . . . here's a lifechanging look at The Mom Factor. She shaped you in
ways that would surprise you both. No one has
influenced the person you are today like your mother.
The way she handled your needs as a child has
shaped your worldview, your relationships, your
marriage, your career, your self-image -- your life.
How can you identify areas that need reshaping,
make positive choices for personal change, and
establish a balanced, mature relationship with Mom
today? In The Mom Factor, Drs. Henry Cloud and John
Townsend steer you down a path of discovery and
growth beyond the effects of six common mothering
styles: -The Phantom Mom -The China-Doll Mom -The
Controlling Mom -The Trophy Mom -The Still-the-Boss
Mom -The American-Express Mom -- Cloud and
Townsend show you how your mom affected you as a
child and may still be affecting you today. You’ll find a
hopeful, realistic, and empowering approach to
identifying your unmet mothering needs and filling
them in healthy, life-changing ways through other
people. This encouraging book doesn’t just help you
understand areas in your life that need change and
strengthening -- it helps you apply your discoveries to
attain new freedom and joy in living, and an increased
ability to give and receive love. The Mom Factor is a
biblical, highly practical route to wholeness and
growth, deeper and more satisfying bonds with your
family, friends, and spouse -- and a new, healthier
way of relating to your mother today.

Molecular Visions (Organic, Inorganic,
Organometallic) Molecular Model Kit #1
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by Darling Models to accompany Organic
Chemistry
bull; Maps to new CCNA 3.0 online curriculum bull;
Additional labs beyond online curriculum for
enhanced learning bull; Enhanced pedagogy that
reinforces the Companion Guide

1022 Evergreen Place
Jimmy Bullard may not have had the perfect hair-do,
his Granada Ghia may not have been the flashiest of
cars, and he definitely didn't have a string of Page 3
girls trying to sell kiss and tell stories about him to the
tabloids. But what he has in spades is a genuine love
for The Beautiful Game that few of his peers can
match. One of the last graduates from football's old
school, Jimmy actually worked in the real world including as a painter and decorator - before turning
pro. Maybe that's why he played football with a smile
on his face, always says what's on his mind, and is no
stranger to a spot of mischief. Having played under
the likes of Barry Fry, Harry Redknapp and Phil Brown,
appeared alongside names as diverse as Neil Ruddock
and Paolo di Canio, and as long as Jan Vennegoor of
Hesselink, Jimmy has racked up an amazing collection
of tales and pranks both on and off the football frontline. Told with candour, Bend It Like Bullard is the
extraordinary story of his journey from cable TV fitter
to cult hero. It will make you smile, chuckle and,
occasionally, ROFL.

Black and White and Gray All Over
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Helps researchers in proteomics and oncology work
together tounderstand, prevent, and cure cancer
Proteomic data is increasingly important to
understanding theorigin and progression of cancer;
however, most oncologicresearchers who depend on
proteomics for their studies do notcollect the data
themselves. As a result, there is a knowledge
gapbetween scientists, who devise proteomic
techniques and collect thedata, and the oncologic
researchers, who are expected to interpretand apply
proteomic data. Bridging the gap between proteomics
andoncology research, this book explains how
proteomic technology canbe used to address some of
the most important questions in cancerresearch.
Proteomic Applications in Cancer Detection and
Discoveryenables readers to understand how
proteomic data is acquired andanalyzed and how it is
interpreted. Author Timothy Veenstra hasfilled the
book with examples—many based on his own
firsthandresearch experience—that clearly
demonstrate the applicationof proteomic technology
in oncology research, including thediscovery of novel
biomarkers for different types of cancers. The book
begins with a brief introduction to systems
biology,explaining why cancer is a systems biology
disease. Next, it coverssuch topics as: Mass
spectrometry in cancer research Application of
proteomics to global phosphorylationanalysis Search
for biomarkers in biofluids Rise and fall of proteomic
patterns for cancer diagnostics Emergence of protein
arrays Role of proteomics in personalized medicine
The final chapter is dedicated to the future prospects
ofproteomics in cancer research. By guiding readers
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through the latest proteomic technologies andtheir
applications in cancer research, Proteomic
Applications inCancer Detection and Discovery
enhances the ability ofresearchers in proteomics and
researchers in oncology tocollaborate in order to
better understand cancer and developstrategies to
prevent and treat it.

Extemporary Speech in Antiquity: A
Dissertation
The dawn brings new terror for the creatures of the
night . . . Those of her race fear Mira for the lethal fire
she bends to her will—a power unique among
nightwalkers, both a gift . . . and a curse. The naturi
despise Mira for what she is—as they prepare the final
sacrifice that will destroy the barriers between the
worlds. And once the naturi are unchained, blood,
chaos, and horror will reign supreme on Earth. Mira
can trust only Danaus, the more-than-mortal vampire
slayer, though he is sworn to destroy her kind. And
now, as the day approaches when titanic forces will
duel under cover of darkness, destiny draws them
toward an apocalyptic confrontation at Machu Picchu.
But all is not lost, for a wild card has been dealt to
them: a rogue enemy princess who can change the
balance of power and turn the dread tide.

Audiovisual Quality Assessment and
Prediction for Videotelephony
"These photographs are a sample of the exceptionally
rich national collection of photography as an art
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medium held by the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. They were originally assembled to form an
Arts Council of Great Britain touring exhibition. Mark
Haworth-Booth, assistant keeper of photographs at
the Museum, who made the selection, provides a
stimulating introduction."--Page 4 de la couverture.

Proteomic Applications in Cancer
Detection and Discovery
The Elixir of Immortality
Poetry. Latino/Latina Studies. LGBT Studies. "Like
Whitman, Quesada is a poet of motion—journeying to
the center of the US, where the traditions and
innovations of first-generation Americans traverse the
meditative starbursts of hills; ford rivers; cross
prairies; and seek out 'the alpenglow of tomorrow and
tomorrow.' From Costa Rica to Los Angeles and across
the continent, Quesada's poems chronicle one
family's history: from the courtship of his parents to
their separation, from his childhood struggles to
awakening desire from his mother's lottery winnings
to his own personal losses, Ruben Quesada carries us
toward 'that seam in space' where dream and
experience intersect. This isn't the story of what it
means to come to this country. It's the story of what it
means to belong here"—D. A. Powell.

The Duties and Dangers of Those who
are Born Free
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Digination offers an inter-disciplinary overview of the
psychic, social, and institutional effects of some of the
most popular digital communication technologies and
applications operating today. The book is written in an
engaging style appropriate for non-specialist readers
interested in broadening their awareness and
enhancing their understanding of popular trends in
media use.

Passions of a Wicked Earl
Sam needs some serious advice when a new staff
member competes for newspaper bylines—and for her
crush’s attention. Cherry Valley is abuzz when a new
girl comes to town from the UK. Kate Bigley has dark
hair, bright blue eyes, and an English accent—and she
has dreams of being a reporter. Mr. Trigg is thrilled
when Kate joins the Cherry Valley Voice staff, but Sam
is less excited to have some competition. Especially
when Kate is paired up with Michael Lawrence for the
next big cover story. What if Sam’s crush gets a crush
on someone else?

Introduction to Cataloging and
Classification
Intelligent Multimedia Data Hiding
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
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other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

Hōrei zensho
A man will do almost anything when a rich and
beautiful woman offers him fifty thousand dollars just
to make a telephone call. But when that telephone
call is part of a fake kidnap plan to extract five
hundred thousand dollars from one of the richest men
in the world, only a sucker would gamble on the deal
paying off in his favour. Harry Barber is a sucker.
After three and a half years in jail for a crime he didn't
commit, with no job and no money, he is the perfect
target of a brilliant plan to frame him for the brutal
murder of a young girl.

The Mom Factor
Television in Science and Industry
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An herbal medicine making book and formulary with
its roots in original herbalism designed for home
medicine makers, herbal schools and small
manufacturers.

14th FEB: A LOVE STORY
Impatient to find his bride-to-be yet appalled by the
damsels of the town, Charles St. Austell leaps at the
chance to help his ex-commander Dalziel by
investigating rumors of spies operating via smuggling
gangs near Charles's Cornwall home. The first strange
thing Charles discovers is Lady Penelope Selborne,
neighbor and ex-lover, marching through his house
after midnight. Charles uncovers a web of Selborne
family secrets and a spy network others are also
searching for-and trapped in the middle is Penny, the
one lady he has never ceased wanting for his own.
But twist follows twist and nothing is what it
seemed--Charles has his hands full unravelling the
truth about the spying, unmasking an assassin intent
on killing all Selbornes, including Penny, while
simultaneously convincing that independent lady that
she and only she will do for him --and he for her.

Next of Kin
If you want to take control of your financial future and
unlock thedoors to financial success, you must have a
plan that will allowyou to find good investments,
reduce taxes, beat inflation, andproperly manage
money. Whether you're new to financial planning or a
seasoned veteran,this updated edition of Ernst &
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Young's Personal FinancialPlanning Guide provides
valuable information and techniques you canuse to
create and implement a consistent personalized
financialplan. It also takes into consideration the new
tax rules thataffect home ownership, saving for
college, estate planning, andmany other aspects of
your financial life. Filled with in-depth insight and
financial planning advice, thisunique guide can help
you: * Set goals * Build wealth * Manage your
finances * Protect your assets * Plan your estate and
investments It will also show you how to maintain a
financial plan inconjunction with life events such as: *
Getting married * Raising a family * Starting your own
business * Aging parents * Planning for retirement
Financial planning is a never-ending process, and with
Ernst &Young's Personal Financial Planning Guide,
you'll learn how totailor a plan to help you improve all
aspects of your financiallife.

The InfoSec Handbook
Olivia Lockhart-Griffin 16 Lighthouse Road Cedar
Cove, Washington Dear Reader, Mary Jo Wyse tells
me she’s in love! With Mack McAfee—who also
happens to be her landlord. She and her baby girl,
Noelle, have been living at 1022 Evergreen Place,
which is right next door to Mack, for a few months.
She says she’s still a little wary about their
relationship because, as she readily admits, she
hasn’t always made good decisions about men. Her
baby’s father, David Rhodes, is testament to that!
She’s worried that he might sue for custody, even
though I doubt he has any real interest in his
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daughter. In the meantime, the World War II letters
she found at the house are a wonderful distraction.
Both she and Mack are trying to learn what happened
to the soldier who wrote them and the woman he
loved. She’s invited you and me to go to her place
sometime. She’ll show us the letters. Plus we can
catch up on the latest about all our friends in Cedar
Cove. I’d also like to learn what’s going on with her
brother Linc and his wife, Lori (who, according to Mary
Jo, tied the knot about five minutes after they met!).
Oh, and maybe Mack can join us…. Olivia

Just Another Sucker
The parent book for this CD-Atlas is a fully illustrated
diagnostic guide for the trainee and practicing
hematologist. This CD-Atlas includes sections on
transfusion and cytology, in addition to essential new
information on genetics, leukemias, growth factors,
clotting, and AIDS. Examples of both morphological
abnormalities and clinical appearances are given for
each condition discussed, and the user is guided
through to further appropriate investigations such as
histology, radiology, and computed tomography.

Digination
John Boyne has been heralded as "one of the most
imaginative and adventurous of the young Irish
novelists working today" by the Irish Independent. He
achieved bestseller status and won numerous awards
worldwide for The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. Now in
Next of Kin, he steps into the drawing rooms and
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private clubs of the prewar English aristocracy to offer
an unobstructed view of a social elite driven by the
conflicting desires to uphold tradition and to acquire
vast wealth. It is 1936, and London is abuzz with
gossip about the affair between Edward VIII and Mrs.
Simpson. But the king is not the only member of the
aristocracy with a hard decision to make. Owen
Montignac, the handsome and charismatic scion of a
wealthy family, is anxiously awaiting the reading of
his late uncle's will, for Owen has run up huge
gambling debts and casino boss Nicholas Delfy has
given him a choice: Find 50,000 pounds by Christmas
or find yourself six feet under. So when Owen
discovers that he has been cut out of the will in favor
of his cousin Stella, he finds that even a royal crisis
can provide the means for profit, and for murder.
Next of Kin vividly captures the spirit of 1930s
London, revealing the secrets of the upperclass,
complete with gambling, murder, an art heist, and a
conspiracy to unseat the new king that could change
the future of the country.

Ernst & Young's Personal Financial
Planning Guide
Becker Drane's coolest job in The World-as a Fixer in
The Seems-is in jeopardy. So when a trainload of
Thought goes missing, Becker reluctantly agrees to
join a veteran team of Fixers on a mission in The
Middle of Nowhere. Turns out getting the train back
on track is just a temporary Fix, and Becker's real
mission just might end his Fixing days forever. This
third book takes readers deeper into The Seems than
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ever before. It's a nail-biting thrill ride at every turn.

The Reenactments: A Memoir
“Comic and Exuberant . . . A fine and tender tale for
anyone who has tried to let go of the past and
envision the future while falling in love.” —Rhonda
Riley, author of The Enchanted Life of Adam Hope
What if you could know your romantic future? What if
an envisionist could enter the name of your
prospective mate into a computer that would show
you a film of your future life together? In The Future
for Curious People, a young librarian named Evelyn
becomes obsessed with this new technology: she
can’t stop visiting Dr. Chin’s office because she needs
to know that she’ll meet someone and be happy one
day. Godfrey, another client, ends up at the
envisionist’s office only because his fiancée insisted
they know their fate before taking the plunge. But
when Godfrey meets Evelyn in the waiting room, true
love may be right in front of them, but they are too
preoccupied—and too burdened by their pasts—to
recognize it. This smart, fresh love story, with its
quirky twists and turns, ponders life’s big
questions—about happiness, fate, and our very
existence—as it follows Evelyn and Godfrey’s quest
for the elusive answers. “A love story about love
stories . . . The pages burst with laugh-out-loud
scenes and crisply original set-ups. I loved it!” —Lydia
Netzer, author of Shine Shine Shine “Somewhere
between Jorge Luis Borge’s ‘The Garden of Forking
Paths’ and The Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
you will find Gregory Sherl’s warm, intelligent debut
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novel.” —Roxane Gay, author of An Untamed State
“Enormously appealing . . . Evelyn and Godfrey are
two unforgettable characters you’ll root for and
remember long after you’ve read the last page of this
wildly original, deeply moving novel.” —Mindy Friddle,
author of Secret Keepers
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